Donate Your Old Electronics

Support Victims & Survivors of Domestic Violence

Donate them today!
Your unused electronics can do more than gather dust. Donate today and stand up against domestic violence.

How Your Donation Helps the Hotline:

- Provide more survivors the hope they need on their journey to safety
- Expand our abuse prevention and healthy relationship education for youth through love is respect
- Build additional pathways to lifesaving information and resources for those not feeling safe enough to wait or reach out

Your Environmental Impact:

- Roughly 60% of cellphones will be refurbished and resold
- The revenue generated from the sale of refurbished electronics will be used to support The Hotline's programs that assist victims and survivors of domestic violence
- The remaining electronics are recycled according to the highest environmental standards

For more information, please contact us: thehotline_info@cellularrecycler.com